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Abxlrad - Marc than half a million casualties are due to traffic 
accidents each year. Therefore, there is a high demand for 
innovative techsologles focused on collision warning and collision 
avoidance. Among such technologlcs, the inter-vchlclc 
communlcntlon and thc vehicle-to-road mmmunlcntion are 
considered to have cxtcnsivc potential for supporting the safety 
syatenis locntcd within a vehicle. 

I n  this paper we propose a new approach to vehicular 
communicnlion. We have dcsigncd a rafely-oriented vchleolar 
con~munlcalioo, built around the conecpt of mobile ad-hoe peer- 
to-peer (YZP) networking. The nicrging betwecn ad-hoc 
connectivity and I'ZP paradlgm facllitnlcr thc development of a 
vchicular network charactcrhcd by selt-organlzazatmn, fault- 
toleranrc, scnlnbility, oharcable rcsourccs and services, co- 
operation, ciisc of lntcrconncctlon and cost cmeicncy. These 
charaetcrlstics recomnicnd the commnnlcatlon proposed hcrc as 
sn cificlcnt nictliod for providiiiz snfcty-rclevant data for snfety 
systems installed in vehicles. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Tniffic ssfcly is a major issue for socicty [ 1][2]. Statistics 
[3] show a worrying incrcsc of thc casualties and damages 
duc to traffic cvcnts. For cxamplc, in European Union alone, 
inorc llian 3.5 million injurcd pcople and more than 160 
billion IIURO in matorial losos me reponed each year [4]. 
Conscqucntly. llicrc is a special interest in devcioping 
Intclligciit Trnnsporiatioti System (ITS) SCNiCeS for individual 
vchiclcs [SI tliat will lcad to n reduction of the critical traffic 
cvcnts. Exxnnrplcs of such scrviccs arc collision warning and 
collision avoidnncc. Tlicsc safcty services utilizc a variety of 
stntic and dynamic data obtaiiicd from host vehiclo, the road, 
and other vcliiclcs that participatc in trdffC. It is predicted that 
the introduction of such safcty scrvices will lcad to at least a 
20% dccrcasc in tlic avcragc nurnbcr of accidents [5][6]. As 
strcsscd by m;my rcacnrchers in [7][11][12][13]. vehicular 
communication. both among vcliiclcs (IVC) and hctween 
vchklcs and tlic sicbroad (VUC), is cxpecled to bring 
cxtcnsivc support for tlic safety ITS services. 

An cxamplc is prcscntcd in figure 1, which illustrates both 
IVC and VRC. I n  this cnsc thcrc are four cars on a road and a 
fixcd cntity on tho sidc-road. Using thc IVC, the vehicles 

having the same heading such as VI and VZ exchange 
information related lo their traffic situation (e.g. position and 
spcd, brake and steering whecl status). On the 0th side of 
the road, the vehicle V3 communicates using VRC with the 
fixed entity E and receives data about the road characteristics. 
Also, E can be used to relay specific data fiom V3 to V4 if V4 
is loo far fmm V3. Further. the vehicles that meet, such as V2 
and V3 c m  also cxchange different data. Thus, some of the 
data are useful for all vehicles whereas other data may be 
useless or even misleading for certain vehicles. Consequently, 
there is n need for dynamically creating communities where 
the traffic participants can exchange information that is 
relevant for their traftic safety. These factors must be 
considered in the design and development of effective 
vehicular communication models and systems [7][17]. 

. . -. __i - 
Fig I. Vehicular Communicatian - example 

In this paper we propose a model for organizing the 
vchicular network. This organization aims to overcome thc 
lack of addressing within the vehicular network and allows the 
traffic participants to have relevant data with respect to the 
current driving conditions. Furthermore, this design aims at 
providing only the information that increases n driver's 
awareness in traffic. The organization of communication eases 
the dctcction of useless and misleading data, thereby 
improving information management. Moreover, within this 
approach Lhe need for retransmission and routing is minimal 
and the utilization of the communication channel is improved. 

Thc model that we propose introduces the concept of ad- 
hoc peer-lo-peer (P2P) networking for mobile communication 
considering the specific characteristics of vehicular 
communication, The integration of these techniques can lead 
to the devclopmcnt of a vehicular network characterized by 
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self-organization. fault-tolerance, ease of  interconnection, 
scalability, shareable resources and cost efficiency. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 
presents the main fearures of the proposed vehicular 
communication. Scction 3 describos the specific organization 
of the vehicular network. Section 4 contains comparisons 
between related works and our approach. Finally, section 5 
presents some of the limitations associated with our proposal, 
summarizes the paper, and presents our conclusion 

11. 

The proposed vehicular communication integrates four 
main features: ad-hoc connectivity, P2P networking, short- 
range communication and inter-personal communication. 

Ad-hoc connectivity assures the self-organization of the 
vehicular network and its independence from a fixed 
infrsstnrc~re IS]. These are major advantages considering the 
dynamics and ubiquity of the traffic environment. Also, the 
utilization of ad-hoc connectivity supports the development of 
a fault-tolerant network since the communication is self- 
organizing and is not dependent on any dedicated base starion 
or server. Moreover, there is a good potential for achieving a 
low cost for the Equipment and service. 

The second feature is mobile peer-to-peer networking. The 
traditional P2P technology [I51 implies that the parties 
belonging to the network interact as equals and there are no 
central units for managing the exchange of information. The 
mobile P2P concept defines the application ofP2P networking 
methodology in mobile environments. P2P is  a network-based 
computing technology [I51 that improves certain operations 
such as information discovery, content dclivery and 
information processing. Moreover, utilization of P2P can lead 
to the enhancement of the reliability and fault-tolerance of 
computing systems. Three main properties characterize this 
technology: flexibility of interconnection. expansion of the 
bandwidth, and enhancement of computing and storage 
capabilities [la]. These properties also Characterize the mobile 
P2P systems, although there are certain limitations associated 
with the restricted bandwidth of wireless systems and the 
limited processing and storage capabilities of mobile devices. 
Dynamic discovery and sharing of resources and content are 
also benefits of mobilo P2P systems. When applied to the 
vehicular domain these lead to the possibility for a traffic 
participant to use services and resources offered by other 
participanls. Further on, effective collaborative applications 
can be developed based on information and service sharing, In 
the context of such sharing, the vehicles and fixed entities 
belonging to the side-road can efficiently interact for 
identifying dangerous situations and avoiding accidents. 

In our proposal, the vehicles and fixed entities belonging to 
the roadside communicate via the ad-hoc mobile P2P 
mechanism and exchange messages that contain data relevant 
to traffic safety. This data describes vehicle motion 
characteristics such as speed and heading as well as road 
characteristics such as slipperiness. The messages may also 
contain warnings and infotainment data such as hospital 
locations. We have selected short-range radio communication 

FEATURES OF 7w6 VEHICULAR CQMMuNlcAnON 

for the physical exchange of messages. The characteristics of  
this tccbnology recommend it for utilization within a mobile 
PZP network. Also, this technology allows high data rate and 
efficient management of the radio interference. Sincc IVC is 
combined with VRC, the vehicular communication have to 
accommodate different types of wireless media such as 
dedicated radio systems, RF beacons, IEEE 802.1 I ,  Bluetooth 
or infrared (IrDA). Technologies other than short-range 
communication, such a8 cellular and sateilite, have been 
analyzed and we consider them as being less appropriate for 
integration with the mobile P2P approach. Further we have 
limited the communication area to 300 meters, area that is also 
specified by other researches [7][9] addressing short-range 
vehicular communication. 

Although our design is mainly intended for the exchange of 
lraffic safety data, the vehicular network can also be used for 
interpersonal communication. This type of communication is 
predicted to have a high demand from the users [14]. The 
inter-personal communication requires the exchange of 
drivers’ profiles for finding common interests. When a match 
is found, applications that suit the specific profiles can be 
employed. The data contained within the profiles can also be 
used for providing assistance for urgent medical and 
mechanical siluations. 

Ill. VEHICULAR COMMUNICATION 

A. Organbarion of Communication 
We arc mainly interested in the communication takes place 

in the suppart of ITS safety services such as collision warning 
and collision avoidance. Therefore, the vehicular network is 
organized with the goal of facilitating the exchange of short 
messages between the traffic participants. These messages 
contain data that are used by safety systems installed in 
vehicles for determining the risk associated with a traffic 
situation and informing the driver about it. 

In designing the communication architecture we have 
considered a series of specific requirements that characterize 
the traffic environment. The most important were the need for 
high availability and high data rate. the real-time data 
exchange and the fast dynamic organization of the 
communication. Moreover, the traffic environment is 
characterizcd by a large variety of topographies associated 
with roads and highways, a predominant collaborative nature, 
and regulations or traffic laws. All these aspects not only 
affect the design of the vehicular network but they also require 
specific organization for the exchange of information. 

The proposed communication does not require the existen= 
of an infraslructnre associated with the roads and therefore can 
be used on any road. Also, we propose to merge IVC and 
VRC for making possible to provide a seamless integrated 
environment. Even if IVC alone can assure the vehicular 
communication functionality, we believe that VRC can be 
extensively used for enhance this functionality. Thus, within 
our approach the vehicles and entities belonging to the side- 
road sucb as infotainment servers or relays are part of the 
same vehicular network and are called vehicular peers. Each 
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peer bas certain resources that can be shared and each peer can 
provide certain services to other peers. The network is 
organized using the mobile peer-to-peer (PZP) methodology 
and the peers utilize ad-hoc connectivity for exchanging 
messages that contain safety-relevant data. The peers are 
equipped with transceivers and can use different means of 
communication for exchanging information. Since the 
vehicular network requires high availability and in emergency 
cases is time-critical, we argue that a good approach is to 
broadcast the safety-related data. Thus, the traftic participants 
have the necessary data for organizing the vehicular network. 

The peen are organized in w n e s  in which they 
communicate named Peer Spaces (PS). A peer space is 
defined as a community of traftic participants that share a 
common interest. Further on, a peer belonging to a peer space 
maintains information about all the other peers from that area. 
A formal definition of these zones is given in the following. 
Let us defines a set V of vehicles and a set F of fixed peen. 
The elements of V are all vehicles equipped with vehicular 
communication equipment. The elements of F are relays and 
infotainment servers. Then, a peer space is defined as the set 
ofpeers that share a common traffic safety interest. 
The interest is defined as a set of parameters given by the 
conditions that model the traffic situations associated with a 
peer at a given moment. The formal definition of a peer space 
Psi is given below. 

a ) P s ~ F u V , i  EN, Nthe metofnaturnlnm5m 
h) V Y, 2 e P s i .  Interestm n Intersst (Y) t 0 

An examole for the organization of traffic participants in peer 

Flq 2. Peer space omanization - example 
The leading information used for defining the peer spaces is 

the positioning information. Therefore, all the peers have lo be 
equipped with positioning devices that accurately indicate 
their location. We propose the usage of Global Positioning 
System (GPS), which is based on satellite communication. 
This is because the accuracy of positioning devices such as 
differential GPS (DOPSj can he less than a meter. Also, with 
regard to price, such positioning devices have lately become 
affordable. Moreover, these devices can use systems like dead 
reckoning (DR) for supplemcnting the possible temporary loss 
of satellite visibility. Certainly, other positioning systems such 
as those using magnetic sensors may be used as well. 

Within the proposed vehicular network each peer maintains 
multiplc positioning records and exchanges this data and other 
safcty-related information with other pccrs. The positioning 
data are also used for determining a series of information such 
as the relative position of peers or if vehicles are travelling on 
the same road [12]. Further on, information about the vehicle 

status and the roads on which the vehicles are cruising are 
used for a more efficient organization of the vehicular 
network. Systems such as in-vehicle Geographic Information 
Systems (GIS) can provide some of these data. 

Thus, the vehicles are organized in communication 
communities or peer spaces where they exchange information. 
However, for being able to determine a change in the peer 
space membership, a peer has also to analyze data sent hy 
peers that may not belong to its area. Therefore, the peer space 
organization is dynamic and uses not only the positioning 
information hut also other data addressing the driving 
situation. Also, we argue that different driving situations on 
different roads require different grouping methodologies. This 
is because even the safety requirements are different for 
certain situations and on different roads. For example, the 
braking distance for a vehicle traveling RI 140 Km/h (e.g. IS0 
m) is several times longer compared with the distance needed 
for the same vehicle when travel at less than 50 kmm. Also, in 
the case of an urban area, the information from vehicles 
travelling in the opposite direction may be extremely valuable, 
but this may not be the case if vehicles travel on a divided 
highway. Therefore, we have considered three major issues for 
the organization of the peer spaces: - The communication area 

The peer space composition 
Specific parameters of the driving situation 
The communication area limits the peer space to the zone 

(e.g. 300 m) specific to the short-range communication. 
Furthermore, the peer space is not only space-limited but is 
also composition-limited. This is because for certain cases the 
communication area may include too many vehicles. For 
example, on a crowded urban street just one line of 300 meters 
long may contain more than 40 vehicles. I t  is unlikely that a 
peer will benefit by having data about all these vehicles. 
Therefore, we consider that the peers space composition 
should be limited. Thus, we have selected an upper bound of 
fifteen peers that can. belong to the same peer space. This 
figure is high enough to comprise complex traffic situations 
and low enough to prevent information overload. The 
organization of thc peer spaces also considers the following 
parameters addressing the driving situation: - Peer positions, peer vehicle heading and speed - Relative distance between peers 

Relative position of peer vehicles: vehicles traveling on Uie 
same road, behind or ahead each other, the road identity. 

* Specific parameters addressing the driving situation: road 
slipperiness, driver and vehicle status 

* Road type (if available): urban or rural road, intersection or 
reylar  road, divided or undivided road - Additional road information (if available): speed limit on thc 
road, road topologies (e.g. cuwe, elevationj, rosd 
deficiencies and current working places. 
Thesc parameters are included in the messages exchanged 

between vehicular peers or are deduced from the data included 
in these messages. For caample, the relative distance is 
calculatcd using multiple positioning records. Considering the 
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above criteria, rule-based decision mechanisms have been 
defmed for a peer to create, select and exit a peer space. 

B. Peer Space Orgonizotions 
We have defined two main methodologies for. .the 

organization of the vehicular network in peer spaces: 
* Cluster-based organization - Peer-centered organization 
The cluster-based organization considers the associative 
nature of the traffic for forming groups of peers with similar 
interests. This is because in many cases the real-life 
distribution of vehicles on the road indicates the grouping 
tendency. In this case, the vehicles decide that their traftic 
safety will benefit from this association and form the peer 
spaces. The decision is made considering the criteria 
previously mentioned. An example of four vehicles traveling 
on a road with divider is presented in figure 3. Here, vehicle 
VI analyzes the messages sent by vehicles V3 and V2 and 
decides lo join their group. Vehicle V4, which travels on the 
other side of the road, also analyzes the messages sent by VI,  
V2, and V3 but consider these data not to be valuable for him 
and therefore does not join their group. 

Fig 3. Cluster-based omanization 

Within the cluster-based organization each peer belonging 
to Q peer space has to maintain information about all the other 
peers from this cluster. Thus, each peer has management 
functions nnd is responsible to join. leave and initiate a peer 
space. The joining and establishment of peer spaces is time- 
based. Thus. if a peer enten the traffic and does not receive in 
a certain timc interval information of interest about a currently 
formed peer space, then it will initiate a new peer space. 
Otherwise, the peer will join an existing peer space. 

The peer membership lo a peer space is interest-dependent. 
With regard to trafic safety, the interest extensively depends 
on distance, meaning that vehicles in  the immediate vicinity 
have important data. Neverlhcless, we consider that not only 
the distance between vehicles, but also the components of thc 
diving situations such as vehicles' headings and speed, rclative 
position, mad type. slipperiness and other factors have to be 
taken into consideration. Consequently, a vehicle will join 
anolher cluster if thc data sent by peers belonging to this 
cluster is considered more valuable for it than the data sent by 
the members of thc c l ~ s t e r  in which is currently registered. 

The members of a cluster maintain information about all 
other pccrs from the cluster. Thus, when a member leave the 
cluster the others need to remove the data associated with it. 
This can be done as B result of a leaving announcement sent 
by the leaving peer, or by using a timc-based method. We 
propose the second allernative, which requires that a record 

associated with a peer be removed if these data are not 
updated within a certain time interval. 

There is also the possibility for a peer to be a member of 
more than one cluster. We call this multiple membership and 
io this'case a peer has to maintain data about all the other 
peers belonging to all the clusters in which the considered peer 
is member. This approach can allow a better analysis of 
complex traffic situations but may result in an overload of the 
communication and of data processing for a peer. 

Further on, we have defined a particular organization called 
fixed cluster for specific places where the possibility of 
accident is high such as intersections or peek-ramps. This is 
because such places may extensively benefit from the 
installation of fwed peers that organize the communication. 
Thus, in order to have an accurate representation of the traffic 
situation, the vehicles approaching such places become part of 
these fixed clusters. However, they still belong to their 
previous established peer spaces and in this case the multiple 
membership is called group superposition and is managed by 
the fixed peers. An example is shown in figure 4, where the 
fixed entity E maintains a fixed cluster that overlaps the peer 
spaces previously formed by the vehicles. 

4 I ? d  

Fig 4. Fixed cluster wganizatian 
Tbe major advantage of fixed clustcrs is that the vehicles have 
immediate information about each other and the topology of 
the area. The drawbacks are due to the need of developing a 
limited road infrastructure for applying this approach. 

The other methodology for organizing the vehicular 
network is the peer-cenfered organidion.  This approach 
considers the individual nature of the vaffic parlicipants 
focused on avoiding accidents. Within this mcthod, each peer 
defines, constructs and maintains its own virtual peer space 
(VPS). Thus, a peer aoalyzes the information received from 
other traffic participants and decides which of them should 
belong to its own VPS. This area is continuously updated and 
tho organizer peer maintains information about all the peers 
belonging to it. Here, a tixed cluster is a VPS related to a fixed 
peer. Within this approach, different VPS overlap and the 
peers are responsible lo sustain the global awareness by re- 
sending some of the data. An example is presented in figure 5 .  

FQ 5. Peercentered organization 
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In this case, each vehicle peer VI, V2, V3 and V4 create its 
own peer space according to its ow0 traffic safety interest. For 
example, the vehicles VI and V3 will be parl of the V2 peer 
space, but only vehicle V4 is part of the V3 peer space. 

C. Routing within Peer Spaces 
As previously presented, the vehicular network is organized 

in communication areas where the traffic participants 
exchange messages. The relevant information is stored by 
each peer and is controlled by timeout counters. Also, each 
peer may decide to drop messages that are of no interest to it. 
Due to this dynamic self-managemcnt of the network, the need 
for message routing is reduced to those cases in which the 
peers can not directly exchange data that are of interest for 
them due to the terrain topology, the traffic situation or the 
radio propagation panerns. However, routing mechanisms are 
needed to provide a peer with the complete information about 
the nthen. Tbus, we have defined two typcs of routing: - Inter-Space Routing that refers tn the routing of messages 

hetween peer spaces 
* Intra-Space Routing that refers to thc routing of messages 

between peers belonging to the same peer space 
Due to the specific characteristics of the proposed zone- 

based organizations, thc inter-space routing should usually not 
be employed. However. this routing may be needed for 
implementing services that require the delivery of information 
beyond the boundaries of a peer space. An example is the 
long-distance accident notifications. The applicability of this 
type of routing is limited by the communication featnres and 
the possible complexity of implementation. For example, 
when short-range communication is used, the lack ofcoverage 
bctween peer spaces can be a major problem. A solution lies 
in building an infrastructure that integrates a sufficient number 
of fixed peers for sustaining the communication between peer 
spaces. This solution may he applicable only in restricted 
areas due to the extent of the road network and the cost. 

In the following we focus on the infra-space muling. The 
simplest solution for this type of routing is the flooding or the 
re-broadcast by each peer of the information received from 
other peers. This solution is highly inefficient [I?] considering 
the bandwidth limitations and can lead to a serious overload of 
the vehicular communication. Therefore, we propose lhe use 
of mediation mechanisms, based on the characteristics of the 
peers lhat can directly communicate with each other. For this, 
all the peers include in the messages that contain the basic data 
the identities of the other pcers that are known by scndcrs to 
be registered in the same peer space. Further on, when a peer 
reccivcs this information, i t  will add it to the records that 
describe the sender peers in its peer space database. The 
mediation mcchanisms use these data as presented below. 

Within the peer-centered organization, oach peer is lhc 
organizer of its own peer space. whereas within the cluster- 
based organization all the peers organize together the peer 
space. Consequently, thc mediation mechanisms arc different 
for the hvo organization approaches. These mechanisms are 
also different for a vehicle peer and for a fixed peer since they 
have different traffic safety-related characteristics. 

For the cluster-based organization we propose two melhods: 
automatic and on-demand mediation. The automatic mediation 
means that any peer analyzes the records associated with the 
peers belonging to the same peer space and determines when n 
peer does not have data about another peer From the peer 
space. Since each peer includes in the exchanged messages 
data about the other peers that can communicate with, basic 
comparisons can be used for making these decisions. Further 
on. the peer that detects the lack of data will retransmit these 
missing data. 
The on-demand mediation use similar comparisons but in thir 
case each peer detects that it does not have data from another 
peer that was indicated by other peers as being part of the 
same peer space. Further on, this peer advertises a specisl 
message where it requests the missing data. When another 
peer that has the data receives the request, it will retransmit 
the needed information. 

For the peer-centered organintion we propose a basic 
automatic mediation. This type of  routing is based exclusively 
on the ability of each peer to detect the importance of C E l i a i b  
information for other peers and retransmit them. Thus, the 
mechanism is also based on comparisons of the peed' 
characteristics. For example, let us suppose that a peer P 
received two messages from two different peers and decides 
that these should belong to its peer space. Let now suppose 
that these peers do not have data about each other. Further on, 
the peer P analyzes the characteristics of the two senders and 
determines that they may he of interest for each other. Basic 
analysis such as the relative distance between the peers (e.g. 
less than 300 m) or more complex analysis can be used fur 
making these decisions. Then, the peer P will retransmit the 
messages that characterize the two senders. An example of the 
mediation mechanism is presented in figure 6 where the 
vehicles VI, V2 and V3 are equipped with vehicular 
communication whereas the truck T is not. Also, the truck 
hinders the communication between VI and V3. Then, VZ 
may dotect that VI and V3 can be interested in each other's 
data and retransmits this information. ,! ~ ~ . , ~  , --~.._...~._I_I--.- .-.-I 

. I"-.% . -~~ smu, I v*l*"(I.r < ? 4 l k l l ' " C * + l o n  ~ 1 

iz?:i.-i -- -iiii----* <.._...._ " _ _ . j r _ n . , . _ . , . . L . ~ . i  .,--, 1 

Fig 6. Intra-space routing 

D. Peer-centered w. Chsrer Orgunizafion 
The peer-centered orgaunization diffcrs from the cluster 

organization in that it considers c peer as the core of a group 
and organizes the vchicular network according to thc peer 
singular interest. Thus, this approach is more appropriate for 
zones in which the vicinity awareness can bc more stringent 
such as urban roads, whereas the cluster organization is more 
appropriate for highways. 

Another difference is that, in comparison with the pccr- 
centered organization, within the cluster organization the 
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vehicles situated at the peer space borders received only 
limited benefit from data sent by peers that are part of other 
adjacent peer spaces. Improvements to this pmblem are the 
multiple membership and the inter-space muting. Another 
possibility is to allow a peer to consider very important 
warnings that are sent by peers not belonging to the same peer 
space. However, issues related with processing overload and 
false alarms need then to he addressed. 

Further on, the peer-centered approach eases the 
establishment and maintenance of peer spaces and requires a 
simpler communication protocol in comparison with the 
cluster-based organization. Nevertheless, due to the 
overlapping behveen peer spaces, the peer-centered approach 
needs on average, more processing and storage capabilities per 
traffic segment than the cluster approach. It also requires more 
complex analysis for performing intra-space routing and does 
not support well the multicast communication that can be 
easily integrated within the cluster organization. 

Both methods are flexible and scalable and provide a 
decrease in the number of retransmissions. This can be more 
extensive for the peer-centered organization. especially if an 
efficient intra-space muting is employed. 

N. RELATEDWORKS 

Complex infrastructure [Sl[6] and protocols using them [IO] 
have been proposed for vehicular communication. Telematic 
services that are server oriented and are based on cellular 
communication are also currently under consideration. We 
have considered another alternative and propose a vehicular 
communication based on ad-hoc connectivity that is not 
dependent on an infrastructure. We have also merged IVC 
with VRC and consider the utilization of different short-range 
communication techniques. All of these can lead to a scalable. 
extensible and ubiquitous vehicular network. 

Previously proposals for the organization of vehicular 
nelwork are based on positioning data [12]. In our proposal we 
have introduced, alongside the positioning data, other 
information that characterizes the driving situation. This may 
lead to a more efficient organization and an increase of the 
situation awareness within the vehicular network. Thus, we 
proposed hvo zone-based organization methodologies and 
according with these we defined specifio mechanisms for data 
broadcasts that differ from other approaches such as IS]. 

The mobile P2P approach has been proposed for supporting 
proximity-based impromptu applications [16]. We adapted the 
concept to the traffic environment and designed a specific 
communication. Further on, we have defined specifio data 
processing and organization with regard mainly to safety but 
also other characteristics ofthe traffic environment. 

V. LIMmAllONS AND CONCLUSION 

We have defined basic tule-based mechanisms for thc 
selection of the peer space by a peer. More advanced adaptive 
decision algorithms may be needed in order to provide 
extensive support for traffic safety. These decision 
methodologies may even need to be application-dependent. 

The drafi specification of the communication protocol has 
been produced and a platfonn for supporting the 
communication [17], which contain basic seMces, is currently 
under implementation. Simulations and field tests are subjects 
to future works and may result in modifications of the 
communication protocol and the decision algorithms. 

To summarize. this paper proposes a safety-oriented 
vehicular communication that integrates the ad-hoc mobile 
PZP concept and short-range communication. This 
communication is designed considering spacific requirements 
of the traffic environment and is characterized by 
independeoce from any infrastructure. ubiquity, resources and 
services sharing, self Organization and possible cost efficiency. 

These features recommend the proposed vehicular 
communication as an effective methodology for supporting the 
exchange of safety-related data within the vehicular network. 
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